INNOVATION UPDATE

Practical anti-fraud ingenuity

‘Profit & Loss-of-One’
Preventing fraud, enhancing
compliance using digital twins

F

raud examiners and compliance
professionals have a great responsibility to develop effective
training and communication programs
that engage the hearts and minds of
business leaders and employees and prevent and deter fraud. However, they face
many challenges including a constantly
shrinking share of employees’ time
plus technology that makes it difficult
to: 1) isolate target audiences, 2) deliver
messages that are tailored for individual
roles and risk profiles and 3) assess the
effectiveness of training or delivery of
communication. Recently, GE and EY
Fraud Investigation & Dispute Services
(FIDS) professionals collaborated to address these perennial challenges with a
new strategy they’re calling the “P&L-ofOne” (Profit & Loss-of-One).
Compliance professionals’ ultimate
objective is a world in which employees
receive only trainings and communications that are relevant to their roles, at
exactly the right time (before they encounter compliance issues that require
their attention) and in the right amount.
These compliance professionals
work with fraud examiners to keep
employees from crossing the line and
committing fraud. All work together
at that nexus of fraud prevention and
compliance. However, their aspirations are constrained by the reality of
addressing the compliance needs of
thousands of employees — each with a
different role and risk profile. Compliance teams usually resort to massive
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online curriculums, which they hope
will lead to trained workforces.
GE’s internal research into adult
learning revealed that the traditional approach to training doesn’t usually lead
to knowledge retention — in fact, just
the opposite. It’s a reality that frustrates
employees and compliance gatekeepers
and results in training fatigue. It can
come with a hefty price tag and has the
potential to tarnish the reputation of the
compliance function internally.
But what if there are better ways?
Recently, EY’s Global FIDS professionals helped GE improve compliance
by using forensic data analytics to
provide behavioral insights to their
compliance program.

‘Digital twins’ in the
compliance office
Digital twins are digital replicas of
physical assets that organizations
can use for multiple purposes such
as the maintenance of power generation equipment, jet engines and heavy
machinery. In the context of a growing
interconnected world, Gartner Research
describes “digital twins” as dynamic
software models of physical things or
systems.1 Gartner predicts that in the
next three to five years, digital twins
will represent billions of things. Such
twins are created by using physical data
of how the components of the object operate as well as data provided by sensors
in the physical world. Organizations
can use digital twins to analyze and
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Fraud examination thought leaders
are working to innovate anti-fraud
processes. In this column, editor
Vincent M. Walden, CFE, CPA, in
conjunction with other professionals, will report original concepts
that help you do your job better. EY
Fraud Investigation & Dispute
Services (FIDS) and GE executives
contributed to this column.* — ed.
simulate real-world conditions, respond
to changes, improve operations and
predict failures before they happen.
Gartner suggests that virtually every connected device eventually could
have a digital twin running in simulation so that breakdowns or malfunctions could be predicted in advance —
before they occur in the physical world.
While Gartner describes the digital
twin concept with interconnected
“things,” EY is helping GE’s compliance team by applying the concept of
compliance training and communication. “Effective compliance programs
are based on employee trust and
respect,” says Al Rosa, chief compliance director, senior executive counsel
at GE. “The spirit here is to provide
continuous, timely and highly relevant
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better, more timely or automated decicommunications to GE employees
the risks will occur. (See the “Overview
when they need them and in a format
sions that push tailor-made communiof digital-twin compliance model and
that’s suitable for them based on their
cations to employees.
pilot strategy” figure on page 60.)
individual digital footprints. The goal
The pilot treats each GE employee
is to have employees view compliance
as a unique entity with distinctive traits,
Timely and relevant
management as a proactive coach, busidiscernible from their job profile and the
communications
ness enabler and risk manager.”
data about them contained in GE’s sysGE’s research emphasized the imporWhile it’s important to have clear,
tems. The analytics results will ultimatetance of message delivery in training
easy-to-understand policies and formally be used to send relevant, just-in-time
effectiveness. GE gained insight into
ized trainings for compliance topics, GE
communications to that GE employee
employee preferences when it surveyed
found that trainings designed for the
hundreds of its salespersons operating
before they encounter a specific complimass audience and delivered in high
in a high-risk region to understand how
ance risk. The pilot’s objective is to envolume can be limited in their effectivethey want messages delivered to them.
able better decision-making and reduce
ness. “To keep compliance top of mind,
Employees also will be able to rate the
compliance risk across the organization.
it is better to give employees access to
effectiveness of the communications.
The pilot focused on business courinformation in the field — not just in
GE will use employee feedback to
tesies such as gifts, acknowledgements
the classroom,” says David Handler,
continuously improve message delivery
or other respects shown to valued
GE Aviation’s chief
compliance officer.
Giving employees customized, timely and easily consumable
“One of the best
information increases possibilities for reduced risk and greater
ways to promote
these objectives is to compliance awareness as compared with overly broad compliance
ensure that emtraining programs traditionally delivered via web or in-person.
ployees see that the
compliance funcand content. For example, if a GE
business contacts. These courtesies,
tion is working hard to deliver trainings
Aviation salesperson with a moderate
when excessive or anomalous, can be
and communications that are engaghistoric business courtesy risk profile
indicators of improper payment risks.
ing. There is no better way to lose an
is traveling to a high-corruption-risk
For
example,
GE
used
historic
travel
and
employee’s commitment to the culture
country for the first time to meet with a
entertainment expenses (T&E), training
of integrity you are trying to promote
new customer that’s 75 percent governhistory, information on business sales
than to assign training that amounts to
ment-owned, the computerized system
opportunities and other factors to dea check-the-box exercise.”
will send a message specific to that
velop risk models for each employee in
employee, customer and country that
the pilot. These risk models form a risk
How it works
summarizes and links to the relevant
profile in an employee’s digital twin.
Based on a historical review of compliGE bribery and corruption policies.
Information from customer relaance issues at GE, the working group
The message will be brief and to the
tionship management (CRM) and sales
developed analytics models to better
point and might include a link to the
tools — combined with data showing
understand key risk areas. The workcompany’s business courtesy approval
future activities for the employee, such
ing group further refined the analytics
process workflow. The system sends
as travel reservations — enable the
model by combining the risk analysis
the message in a timely manner — that
P&L-of-One to predict a potential risk.
with known future events based on
is, before the date of the employee’s
The system also draws from historic
data in various systems, such as the
departure to the high-risk country — in
transaction data and applies a series of
corporate travel website. Using this
the employee’s preferred communicadecision trees to interpret an employee’s
approach, GE and EY developed a pilot
tion method (either email, text message
risk level and their specific information
— the P&L-of-One — that seeks to
or via the GE compliance phone app,
or training needs in any given situation.
predict the business compliance risks
among other options).
GE compliance professionals can make
GE employees will encounter and when
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Overview: Transforming the
compliance field using digital
twins

Practical anti-fraud ingenuity

Pilot scope: Build analytics and communication
strategy for business courtesies:
• Seven months of historic data, 623 employees.
• Identified 34 risk triggers.
• Pulled data from multiple data sources to build
analytics around risk triggers.

EMPLOYEE
System interaction
Prior trainings
Preferences
Monitoring

Training,
communications,
mobile app, website

• Communication approach defined based on risk
trigger weight, frequency, etc.
GE training
database

ANALYTICS

DIGITAL TWIN

CRM data

Corruption
perceptions index

ANALYTICS

T&E
employee data

Customer
information
Due diligence
database

Automated, Intriguing and Relevant (AIR)
communications

Overview of digital-twin compliance model and pilot strategy
Giving employees customized,
timely and easily consumable information increases possibilities for reduced
risk and greater compliance awareness
as compared with overly broad compliance training programs traditionally
delivered via web or in-person.

Just-in-time training designed
with behavioral insights
The P&L-of-One is designed to assist
employees in their decision-making and
ultimately support them in a more timely and relevant fashion. The P&L-of-One
messaging is designed around EY’s
three-pronged approach, nicknamed
AIR — automated, intriguing and
relevant. The three elements are key
components in driving ethical behavior
and in making it easier for employees to
adhere to compliance standards.
Automated seeks to drive efficiency,
provide transparency and facilitate
compliance for repeatable processes.
When the P&L-of-One system identifies a situation that has higher-thannormal risk to the organization, the
system sends timely communications
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to the employee to raise immediate
awareness to support ethical decisionmaking. To inspire employee action, the
organization develops messaging in a
way that’s the most appropriate for the
employee, including format, delivery
method and mechanisms.
Intriguing communications
incorporate “gamification” concepts
to increase employee engagement.
Gamification is the application of
typical elements of game playing such
as point scoring, competition with
others and rules of play. For example,
in the P&L-of-One system, the integrity score builds credibility based on
behavior patterns, risk triggers and
actions an employee takes. Organizations can track these employee scores
to encourage competition or peer
benchmarking. Brief and highly visual
communications — through emails,
text messages, video clips and other
mediums — containing links to helpful
information and policy reminders, help
promote employee action. Managers
can use this information to recognize
employees with higher scores.
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Relevant employee messages —
customized with a person’s risk profile,
job function and activities — is the final
component. The P&L-of-One considers
these elements when it chooses the correct level of escalation.
Let’s again assume an employee
is traveling to a high-risk country. If
the employee is actively responding to
notifications and taking appropriate
actions (such as watching a recommended video link or clicking on a
compliance certification), the system
could modify communications to be
more constructive and helpful in nature, such as sending a proactive email
with helpful links that address local
business customs and company policy.
However, if the employee chooses
to ignore communications and not take
appropriate actions the communications will be more directive in nature,
such as requiring training courses, with
possible notifications to management if
the employee continues to not comply.
The approach is also designed to allow
the employees to select the mode of
communication they prefer (e.g., text,
email), which further strengthens the
tailored compliance experience.
“The most striking argument for the
P&L-of-One approach is the integration
of data analytics and digital twin concepts combined with the human element
of compliance monitoring and communications,” says Chris Costa, the EY Global
FIDS chief operating officer who coordinated his firm’s involvement in the pilot.
“By building feedback loops into the
system, companies will be able to track
what type of communication and delivery
seems to be the most effective over time
and what content needs to be revised to
improve its relevancy. In the long run,
this enables companies to continuously
CONTINUED ON PAGE 69
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Ultimately, Kreutner argues, one
can even teach about changing behavioral patterns and deviant human
interactions (and that’s what fraud and
corruption are all about from a sociological perspective).
“If we succeed in calling upon and
successfully stimulating the intrinsic motivation and driving forces in
ourselves to ‘say no’ to corruption —
and subsequently also ‘walk the talk’
— then we have achieved the most,” he
says. His down-to-earth and realistic
perspective shows that the best way
forward is a combination of transferring and sharing factual knowledge,
extrinsic stimuli and, ideally, intrinsic
incentives and beliefs.
However, knowledge and practical
experience aren’t ends in themselves.
Our common goal should be to create
a community of close-knit anti-fraud

for our students and graduates lies in
implementing what they learn during
the program in their own environments,” the dean of the IACA concluded.
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For more information see www.iaca.
int plus the IACA’s social media channels.
Sandra Damijan, Ph.D., CFE, is
lecturer and program coordinator of
the Corporate Integrity Academy at
the Faculty of Economics, University of
Martin Kreutner, dean and executive
secretary of IACA

Ljubljana. She’s the co-chair of the ACFE
Higher Education Advisory Committee.

practitioners and academics that support an environment in which we can
pick up the phone, call a classmate or a
lecturer on the other side of the world
and get help. “The greatest challenge

She’s the former forensic leader at PwC
Slovenia and investigator at Slovenian
Anti-Corruption Commission.
Her email address is:
sandra.damijan@ef.uni-lj.si
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improve their compliance program based
on machine learning principles.”

What this could mean for
the future of compliance
management
The P&L-of-One pilot could be a
significant step in demonstrating how
a company’s digital transformation
initiative can benefit the compliance
function. There are many more ways
to operationalize this concept of using
data analytics to enhance compliance
training and communication. For
example, next to just-in-time training
and communication, real-time data and
behavioral analytics can be powerful
tools in other risk control areas such as
anti-fraud and anti-corruption.
Forensic data analytics and continuous compliance monitoring technologies

are leading the digital transformation of

Vincent M. Walden, CFE, CPA, is a

compliance and ethics and are making

partner with EY. His email address is:

their way into the compliance and ethics,

Vincent.Walden@ey.com.

internal audit and general counsel’s offices of global Fortune 500 companies.
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